DET. | QTY. | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | ---
ASM | 1 | SW03-SL06 SLIDE SADDLE
ASM | 1 | SW03-BL18 SLIDE BASE
07 | 2 | 03 END PLATE

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
- MATERIAL
- ASSEMBLY
- HARDEN
- FINISH

DURABOND SLIDE

MODEL NAME: Gen2 SLIDE

WEIGHT: 13.1 lbs.

SCALE: NONE

REV: A

SW03-SL06-BL18-EP

REV. DESCRIPTION
DATE APPROVED

MTG. HOLE FOR #10 S.H.C.S.
(18) PLC’S.

#10-32 TAP
THRU PLATE
(4) PLC’S.